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A B S T R A C T 

Electrocardiography is the recording of the electrical activity of the heart. Traditionally this is in the form of a 
transthoracic interpretation of the electrical activity of the heart over a period of time. Existing methodology focuses 

on diagnosing the 37 cardiac abnormalities by using XML ontology and ontological schema to identify the disease 

acquired. This methodology does not tune-up the image of the ECG before processing as the noise percentage 

misleads to the diagnosis report. In the proposed methodology, an image validation of histogram check is formulated 

to rectify the noise acquired in the input ECG Image. The Validated ECG sample image has been measured with its 

height and amplitude to measure the abnormalities using XML ontology. Thus the proposed system overcomes the 

conflicts faced in the existing system and the performance in terms of time and accuracy has been visualized 

graphically. 
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1. Introduction 

Image process is any type of signal process that the input is a picture, like a photograph or video frame; the output of image 

process is also either a picture or a group of characteristics or parameters associated with the image. Most image-processing 

techniques involve treating the image as a two-dimensional signal and applying commonplace signal-processing techniques to 

that. Image process typically refers to digital image process, however optical and analogue image process is also doable. This text 

is concerning general techniques that apply to any or all of them. The acquisition of pictures (producing the input image within 

the initial place) is stated as imaging. The projected system overcomes the matter of false prediction of syndrome by 

substantiating the input image mistreatment bar graph techniques that validates the element for additional process .The resultant 

of the projected system generates the syndrome diagnosing with a legitimate input image thereby distinguishing the rhythm 

,endpoint and axis positions of the curve. 

Electrocardiography is that the recording of the electrical activity of the guts. Historically this can be within the kind of a 

transthoracic interpretation of the electrical activity of the guts over a amount of your time. Existing methodology focuses 

on identification the thirty seven viscous abnormalities by victimisation XML metaphysics and metaphysics schema to spot 

the illness non  inheritable.In the planned methodology, a picture validation of bar chart check is developed to rectify the 

noise non inheritable within the input electrocardiogram Image. The valid electrocardiogram sample image has been 
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measured with its height and amplitude to live the abnormalities victimisation XML metaphysics. 

 

2. Methodology 

 The Projected system incorporates a technique of automatic generation of diagnosis report with ECG image that will be 

an useful innovation to the medical field. The manipulation of diagnosis report with the ECG curve acquires many variations in 

heartbeat such as irregular, slow, fast and normal. A validation process is incorporated in the proposed system to remove the noisy 

information from the inputted image as it deceives the accuracy of the diagnosis report. An ontological schema is designed to 

identify the cardiac predictions of curves and xml schema is exploited in an approach to map the ontological schema information 

with the inputted image. Existing system attains the problem of inappropriate diagnosis as the inputted ECG image sample 

acquires noisy information that leads to false prediction of syndromes. The proposed system overcomes the problem of false 

prediction of syndrome by validating the input image using histogram techniques that validates the pixel for further processing. 

The resultant of the projected system generates the syndrome diagnosis with a valid input image thereby identifying the rhythm, 

end point and axis positions of the curve.  Implementation is the stage of the project when the theoretical design is turned out 

into a working system. 

1. Image acquisition  

2. Histogram image validation  
3. Image segmentation  

4. Ontology schema mapping  

5. XML schema mapping 

6. Cardiac abnormalities deletion 

7. ECG diagnosis report generation module 

8. Performance evaluation  

 
1. Image acquisition: In this module used in digital ECG data information access the image acquisition and image 

processing is known as real-time image acquisition.  This usually involves retrieving images from a source that is 

automatically capturing images. Performing image acquisition in image processing is always the first step in the workflow 

sequence because, without an image, no processing is possible.  
 

2. Histogram image validation module:  In this module we give input data for digital format objects. The input data will 

be electrical activity format, validate the condition (slow, fast, irregular, normal) of heart. Usually time-domain ECG 
signals are used. New computerized ECG recorders utilize frequency information to detect pathological condition.  
 

3. Image Segmentation:  The result of image segmentation is a set of segments that collectively cover the entire image, or 
a set of contours extracted from the image Each of the pixels in a region are similar with respect to some characteristic or 

computed property. Signal contains noise components due to various sources that are suppressed during processing of ECG 

signal. Training signals were segmented and labeled by group of expert ECG analysts. We will discuss only methods which 

do not use external references (ECG, CP or other channels). 
 

4. Ontology schema mapping:  Ontology need for ontology alignment arose out of the need 
to integrate heterogeneous databases ones developed independently and thus each having their own data vocabulary. In 

the Semantic. Web context involving many actors providing their own ontology matching has taken a critical place for 

helping heterogeneous resources to interoperate. Ontology alignment tools find classes of data that are "semantically 

equivalent" for example, "Truck" and Science and some independently.  
  

5. XML schema mapping: This is also known as “XML Schema Definition” language, or XSD. You can‟t put any 

restrictions on text content. then You have very little control over mixed content (text plus elements) and ordering of 

elements.XML Schema documents are used to define and validate the content and structure of XML data. Schema 

Component is the generic term for the building blocks that compose the abstract data model of the schema.  
 

6. Cardiac abnormalities deletion: ECG signal-sequence of cardiac cycles or „beats‟. the Signal contains noise 

components due to various sources that are suppressed during processing of ECG signal. In this module used in Wavelet 
transform - provides good time resolution and poor frequency resolution at high frequencies and good frequency resolution 

and poor time resolution at low frequencies. Resolution of the signal is changed by filtering operations. The Sub sampling -

reducing sampling rate, or removing some of the samples of the signal. DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) will have same 

number of coefficients as original signal. 

7. ECG diagnosis report generation module: In this module we implemented the Modern standard ECG – uses 

more electrode connection points stored procedures enable users change the business logic without actually tinkering with 
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the application.  The Final reports are comprehensive for the following reasons in Best-Case Performance, Average-Case 

Performance, Worst-Case Performance, and Reliability. 
 

8. Performance Evaluation Module: In this module we performance the Amplitudes, time shifts and scale 

factors of a few wavelets need to be stored. Output of integrator-large amplitude pulse for every QRS (waves), lower 
amplitudes for noise spikes. If filtered ECG and integrator output exceed their thresholds, peak is classified as QRS peak. 

Monitored by computing estimate of signal level and threshold.  

 

3. Conclusion 

The Projected system incorporates a way of automatic generation of identification report with graphical record image 

which will be an helpful innovation to the medical field. The manipulation of identification report with the graphical record 

curve acquires several variations in heartbeat like irregular, slow, quick and traditional.  A validation method is 

incorporated within the projected system to get rid of the hissing info from the inputted image because it deceives the 

accuracy of the identification report. An metaphysics schema is intended to spot the internal organ predictions of curves 

The projected system overcomes the matter of false prediction of syndrome by confirming the input image mistreatment 

bar chart techniques that validates the additional process. The resultant of the projected system generates the syndrome 

identification with a legitimate input image thereby distinguishing the rhythm, endpoint and axis positions of the curve. 
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